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The battle against breast cancer takes center stage in Thousand Oaks, June 4, 2011 at the annual Day of  

Renewal  supporting the Breast Cancer Fund. 

Providing support, education and increasing awareness to the devastating disease, the event will 

showcase educational and health conscious demonstrations and services for women of all ages. 

Once again, world class esthetician, Kathryn Bruno of The Hidden Gem in Thousand Oaks  will 

demonstrate the latest and most advanced clinical skincare and facial treatments that clients in Westlake 

Village, Thousand Oaks and Beverly Hills acclaim as the best in skin care. 

The battle against breast cancer  is important  because as Kathryn said" My mother-in-law and other 

wonderful women I have known have been impacted by this terrible disease and I am devoted to helping 

find a cure for women everywhere."  

Attendees at The Day of Renewal will have the opportunity to experience firsthand what clients of The 

Hidden Gem have long enjoyed. 

Clients marvel at the results achieved at The Hidden Gem, Thousand Oaks. “My skin has a new texture 

and a new shine,” said Jeanie from Thousand Oaks, “It was terribly damaged from the sun.” 

Kathryn Bruno has more than 30 years experience working with plastic surgeons, dermatologists and 

health spa therapists.  Treatments include include anti-aging and acne treatments, micro dermabrasion, 

oxygen treatment, traditional peels, and micro phototherapy to name a few. 

Clients love the service and results, as Jeanie, said, “The wonderful thing about Kathryn Bruno at The 

Hidden Gem is that you feel like you’re her only client.”  

The Hidden Gem  offers a wide range of skin care treatments from their menu. The premier service is 

“The Works” which includes clinical microdermabrasion, peels for your specific skin, oxygen therapy, 

microcurrent and a customized facial mask. This is a 2 hour intensive and private treatment that will 

pamper you, making you feel and look years younger.  

Other services include the advanced anti-aging treatment of a European facial plus advanced exfoliation, 

and an intensive hydrating healing mask for fresher skin.  

Joanne of Westlake Village regularly schedules intensive skin care treatments offered only at The Hidden 

Gem, because, as she says, they work, commenting, “I’m 73 years young, and I continue to come here 

because I have the appearance of a 53-year-old women.” Joanne  noted that she doesn’t wear makeup 

and enjoys her natural beauty enhanced by  Kathryn Bruno’s clinical skincare treatments in Thousand 

Oaks. 

Finally, damaged skin and sunspots can be healed using a gentle and effective balance of light and heat 

energy that gently smoothes your skin tone called micro phototherapy. And of course no service would be 

complete without waxing for optimal shine and soothing sensation.  



The Hidden Gem regularly attracts new and repeat clients throughout the Conejo Valley, Thousand Oaks, 

Westlake Village to Beverly Hills due to exceptional clinical skincare services. It’s just one reason why 

clients like Roswitha of Westlake Village have been coming back for years who said, “She gives the best 

facials I ever had in my life.”  

For more information or to make an appointment visit The Hidden Gem @ http://TheHiddenGem.info 
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